
 
 

CONCERNED PARENTS AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS 

FOR STEM  
 

We are a concerned group of STEM parents and community members who care deeply about our 

school.  We ask the STEM Board of Directors to consider the following issues when discussing the 

renewal Dr. Eucker’s contract this summer.  

 

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO ADD YOUR NAME TO THIS LETTER, CLICK HERE. (click all links twice to open) 

  

 

TEACHER ATTRITION 
Teacher attrition has been an issue at STEM for years, but this year is truly remarkable. As of late April, 

one of every four secondary teachers is not returning next year. Certain STEM subjects have been hit 

particularly hard with 62% of Engineering teachers and 50% of Computer Science teachers leaving, 

mostly from the high school. See this list to learn which teachers are leaving, their subjects, leadership 

roles and special classes they teach.  

  

We are losing beloved teachers that our children and families will deeply miss. We are losing highly 

skilled teachers in STEM subjects that will be very difficult to replace. We are losing academic rigor and 

teacher-driven extra-curricular opportunities. These are reasons families choose STEM over other 

schools. 

 

As parents, we are wondering if all these high-quality teachers can be replaced over a single summer. 

Many families have reported that they are pulling their kids out of STEM due to instability resulting from 

consistently high turnover.  

 

“Things got better and worse in cycles every two years. There was huge staff turnover and new 

teachers don’t know better for a while. Then they start to figure out that things aren’t right, then 

the staff turns over and we start over,” past STEM administrator. 

 

“No matter how good the teacher is or why they are leaving, Penny blames them for leaving and 

does not reflect on what STEM could have done better,” past STEM administrator.  

 

  

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/6cfcad9e2d124d98b6e0dd68b55281b3


WORKPLACE CULTURE BASED ON FEAR 
Teachers report a workplace culture of fear, that speaking up results in retribution in the form of non-

contract renewals or direct firings. They tell us they have seen it happen to many colleagues.   

 

When the announcement was made that every secondary teacher would teach seven classes instead of 

six, with more kids and less planning time, it was the last straw for many. Resignations started pouring 

in.  

 

Teachers are afraid to speak up and they are afraid to come to you, the STEM Board. Instead, they have 

entrusted us to pass along their stories. Please listen to what they have to say. We stand with STEM 

teachers and staff! 

 

“Here is what I have learned: When you speak up at STEM, you are silenced, removed, or made 

so uncomfortable that you have to leave,” STEM teacher. 

 

“Any teacher could be let go at any point for any reason. Every teacher was told it was because 

they ‘were not a good fit.’ This is what creates the culture of fear,” past STEM administrator. 

 

“Many people in the building are experiencing higher anxiety and elevated blood pressure. An 

ambulance had to respond to a staff member who collapsed this semester,” STEM staff member. 

  

“The STEM faculty is powerless. We feel defeated. We are scared for our jobs. We are scared for 

our STEM family. We are scared for our students,” STEM teacher.  

 

“The overall feeling is that Penny thinks teachers should just be happy they have a job, and that 

they are disposable. She can hire another one tomorrow,” STEM teacher.  

 

See “Teachers Voices” to read more direct quotes from teachers, staff and administrators. 

 

  

https://docs.google.com/document/u/1/d/1lIIYFkBJ9LX8DICDVYkE3mcM3bfn7ENfJlf-V4IlDOQ/edit


LEADERSHIP TEAM ATTRITION 
Four members of the Leadership Team left during this school year. Departing midyear is an 

unprecedented event that signals cause for concern. Just losing one would have a major impact but 

having four depart mid school year is crushing. Losing four administrators should alert us to look at the 

fundamental health of the organization and the Executive Director. These administrators are: 

● Leanne Weyman, Director K-12 (at STEM 9 years) 

● Hannah Reese, Crisis Response Coordinator (at STEM since founding, 10 years) 

● Stephanie Mendrala, Director of Professional Development (at STEM 7-8 years) 

● Dan Hoffman, Director of High School (at STEM 2 years) 

 

“To change culture from the middle was impossible. Penny is why I left. I don’t agree with her 

ethics, and don't like how she was treating people,” past STEM administrator.  

 

“There was a lot of favoritism. Some teachers were not required to have quality outcomes while 

others were held to higher expectations because she didn't like a single, brief classroom 

observation,” past STEM administrator.  

 

“I am not enough of a ‘yes person’ to lead under Penny. I was not empowered to do my job. I 

would make decisions that were part of my job description, but if Penny disagreed, she would 

undo them,” past STEM administrator. 

 

See more direct quotes from past administrators in “Teachers Voices”. 

 

 

 

FAILURE TO REPLICATE  
As parents, replication is not our priority, but it is one of the goals of the executive director. However, in 

the 10 years of operation, and nine years of Dr. Eucker’s leadership, STEM has not opened one 

additional school. In that same amount of time, multiple charter schools have significantly expanded 

and/or replicated: 

● DSST opened 15 middle and high schools in Denver and Aurora serving 7,000 students in 12 

years. 

● Colorado Early Colleges opened 11 campuses serving 4,700 students in 13 years. (And two of our 

strong administrators left this year to become Heads of School at CEC campuses - Hannah Reese 

and Dan Hoffman.) 

● American Academy K-8 opened three campuses serving 2,700 students in 16 years. 

● STEM has one campus serving 1800 students in 10 years. 

  

 

  

https://docs.google.com/document/u/1/d/1lIIYFkBJ9LX8DICDVYkE3mcM3bfn7ENfJlf-V4IlDOQ/edit


DECLINING ENROLLMENT 
We are told enrollment is down for 2021-22, but from the numbers we heard on the Parent Zoom call 

on April 27, enrollment is about 1750, which is flat with our enrollment this year. How does this justify 

the recent decisions of cutting high level math classes and forcing secondary teachers to teach seven 

classes instead of six? Charter school enrollment is skyrocketing in Douglas County. An expert at the 

Colorado League of Charters reports that declining enrollment like ours would be caused by a school-

level issue.  

  

 

 

 

RECENT EVENTS AS EXCUSES 
May 7th and COVID-19 were unforeseen and devastating crises. It makes sense that this would explain 

teacher attrition and budget problems, except that teachers and staff categorically do not cite either 

COVID or May 7th as the reason they are leaving. While these events certainly added to the complexity 

of the issues, the root causes for the workplace culture and retention problems STEM has experienced 

for years is not these events.  

 

“I have never felt so defeated, deflated, and broken-hearted as I have this year, and my reasons 

for feeling this way have little to do with COVID,” STEM teacher.   

 

 

 

DR. EUCKER’S LACK OF INTERPERSONAL SKILLS 
Our executive director, Dr. Penny Eucker, has been in this role for nine years, since STEM’s second year. 

She has many skills that have benefited STEM, but she does not have the interpersonal skills needed to 

accomplish the requirements of her job. She is not empathetic and compassionate. She is not a 

relationship-builder nor skilled at the politics involved in the job.  

 

“She had a desire to pretend May 7 didn’t happen instead of bringing families together. I don’t 

think it was ill-intentioned, but she just wanted people to move on,” past STEM administrator.  

 

“I have met Penny in person three times in two years. I am certain she could not pick me out in a 

line up,” STEM staff member.  

 

“Unfortunately, with the current Executive Director, there is no way to improve the culture to a 

point where teachers will stick around,” STEM teacher.  

 

  



DR. EUCKER’S LEADERSHIP 
Dr. Eucker is the leader who is contractually responsible for the operational management and financial 

stability of our school as clearly laid out in her contract. “Eucker shall assign and direct administrators, 

teachers and other employees of STEM…. shall timely suggest policies, regulations, rules and procedures 

deemed necessary for the best operations of STEM.”  

 

Dr. Eucker has an executive coach and uses multiple consultants paid for by STEM. A leader who earns 

$278,000 per year must produce better results. Her salary is higher than any of the superintendents in 

the surrounding area (CDE 2019-2020 data). 

  

DISTRICT/SCHOOL                  SALARY                      NUMBER OF STUDENTS 

STEM                                     $278,000                   1,600                            

Littleton                             $255,000                   15,000 

Cherry Creek                          $262,000                   55,000 

Douglas County                  $268,000                   66,000 

Denver                                  $236,000                   80,000 

 

Until recently, reports to both the STEM Board and families have been only positive regarding STEM’s 

financial health and enrollment numbers. Suddenly, we are now in a financial crisis, and the only 

solution presented to us by Dr. Eucker is to "right size" the teachers, eliminate classes, increase 

classroom headcounts and teacher workloads. We are highly concerned that this demonstrates a critical 

failure of necessary planning and transparency with the Board and STEM families regarding the school's 

financial stability and operational management. 

 

“There is no internal reflection on what we should work on. If there is a problem an external fix is 

brought in, without regard to how we could have improved what we already had.  That meant 

we were always changing things instead of looking to improve and we never stuck with 

something long enough to truly evaluate its effectiveness,” past STEM administrator.  

 

“Penny shouldn't be running the school because she is ruining it.  That's why she can't see the 

problems, because they are hers,” STEM teacher. 

  

“A large number of staff will resign unless Dr. Eucker is removed,” STEM teacher.  

 

 

  



CONTRACT NON-RENEWAL 
Our kids deserve better. Our teachers deserve better. Our community deserves better.  

 

We do not seek to diminish the many notable strides and advancements the school has made under Dr. 

Eucker's leadership. However, we can no longer ignore the data or overlook the extreme levels of 

teacher and administration turnover, or turn away from the statements and voices of many of our brave 

STEM teachers and staff now willing to come forward to explain why this has been happening for years. 

Combined with the declining enrollment and failure to replicate, it demonstrates a failure of Dr. Eucker's 

duties. If the above listed criteria is a not measurement of a leader's effectiveness, we ask what is?   

 

You have heard from our teachers and staff who previously requested the removal of Dr. Eucker.  Now 

you are hearing from parents who are saying this is no longer acceptable and that the time has come for 

new leadership at STEM.  

 

Please consider the issues raised in this letter as you consider the renewal 

of Dr. Eucker’s contract which expires July 31, 2021. We believe it is time 

for new leadership. 
 

Signed, 

Concerned Parents and Community Members for STEM 

 

 

 

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO ADD YOUR NAME TO THIS LETTER, CLICK HERE.  

 

 

 

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/6cfcad9e2d124d98b6e0dd68b55281b3

